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Abstract: This study aimed to understand the degree of accountability related to disclosure of online donation crowdfunding report and provide some recommendation for adequate disclosure of crowdfunding online donation from stakeholder. This study is motivated by the fact that cyber scam of online donation increased and absence specific regulation about donation crowdfunding from regulator to mitigate. Signaling theory and stakeholder theory are applied in this study. Two different approaches to assess motivation of online donation crowdfunding disclosure, such as the self enlightened interest consider as ethical business and genuine accountability as mandatory business. Kitabisa.com choosen as single unit analysis for this study. This study employee mixed method with content and thematic analysis processed by Nvivo 12 pro. It is found that self enlightened interest still dominant and play important role in Kitabisa.com disclosure report. Recommendations for disclosure from donors to answer where is their money go such as campaign detail description, publication or clarification, campaign detail financial report, time limit for disclose campaign report, recap or plan for funding utilization, interaction between donors and campaigner and add visual document to reduce assymetri information and strength stakeholder engagement.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of crowdfunding-based online donations has become one of the millennial trends in donating funds. The popularity of fundraising through crowdfunding has grown rapidly in recent years (Sulaeman & Lin, 2018). Online based crowdfunding-donation based began with the founding of donorchoose.org in 2000. Donorchoose.org is crowdfunding about providing classes for students who need teaching. Furthermore, Kiva was formed in 2005 in San Fransisco to help communities who can not access funding through banks. Indiegogo established in 2008 by Danae Ringelman, Eric Schell, and Slava Rubin. Approximately, 19.000 campaigns have been successfully funded. In 2009, Kickstarter was established which has helped fund 158.473 projects. As revealed on its official website, sixteen million people have actively contributed to donations and have raised US $ 4.1 billion in funds. Kickstarter is transformed into a benefit-based corporation.

Crowdfunding online grow to Asian continent in line with development of crowdfunding online in the world. GIVE.ASIA, a crowdfunding-based online donation in Singapore, has raised more than SGD37 million, with nearly 1.3 million donors and 11,550 campaigns(www.give.asia.com). India has a Ketto state that has managed to raise 300 Crore funds, 2.5 million donors, and approximately 80 thousand funders (www.ketto.org). Japan has Campfire which was founded in 2011 and is said to be a Japanese Kickstarter. Campfire managed to collect approximately JPY300 million (www.campfire.co.jp).

Then crowdfunding-based online donations were also born in Indonesia. One of the most popular crowdfunding-based online donation sites in Indonesia is Kitabisa.com. Since it was founded in 2013, Kitabisa.com has managed to raise nearly Rp 600 billion in funds with more than 20 thousand campaigns funded by 1.6 million donors called good people (www.Kitabisa.com). The operationalization of crowdfunding-based online donations is more flexible than other forms of crowdfunding that have financial reciprocity to the community (Paschen, 2017)

In crowdfunding-based online donations, there are no returns or prizes to contributors (Paschen, 2017). The absence of tangible returns given to these contributors poses a risk to donors that is related to the truth and accuracy of the distribution of donation funds. A survey conducted by Symantec published in the 2016 Internet Security Threat Report showed that Indonesia was in the 10th position in the Asia Pacific for social media fraud cases. One phenomenon of crowdfunding-based online donation abuse in Indonesia is the case of misuse of funds by Cak Budi in 2017. Cak Budi uses donation funds to buy personal assets namely luxury cars and cellphones as quoted by CNN Indonesia (2017). Until finally the Ministry of Social Affairs closed the fundraising account as sanctions.

However, disclosures related to the fulfillment of donor rights have not been supported by applicable regulations. In Indonesia, the government, through the Ministry of Social Affairs, has not specifically regulated the collection of goods and money for crowdfunding-based online donations. The applicable regulations are still Law Number 9 of 1961 which has not represented the collection of goods and money via digital and has not explained the rights and obligations of
donors. The Financial Services Authority (OJK) has not provided specific guidance on crowdfunding-based online donation management. The Indonesian Institute of Accountants (IAI) also has not specifically regulated financial disclosure disclosures for donation-based organizations using digital crowdfunding. Overall, it can be concluded that the relevant regulators, especially in Indonesia, have not yet specifically regulated the provisions for disclosure of financial statements and all activities carried out in accordance with donor rights. If the donor does not have trust in the use of the donation, the donor will stop the donation and even recommend others not to donate.

This research was conducted at Kitabisa.com in Indonesia. Kitabisa.com is the largest online crowdfunding-based donation and is still operating in Indonesia based on an online giving report published in 2018 by Kitabisa.com with funding reaching around Rp 600 billion as of March 2019, 16,000 projects funded, and one million donors involved. This research will involve active donors on the Kitabisa.com website. Meanwhile, for the analysis of data this study used content and thematic analysis. Content analysis uses word frequency and number of references as measurement bases which will give a descriptive picture. The results of the content analysis are continued with thematic analysis. This approach was used to determine the themes or issues that emerged in this study.

Based on the background above, the formulation of the questions to be answered in this study are:
1) How is the motivation for disclosure of activity, financial, and project reports on Kitabisa.com viewed from the perspective approach of self-enlightened and genuine accounting models?
2) What are the recommendations for disclosure of financial statements, projects, and activities on Kitabisa.com to mitigate information asymmetries?

LITERATURE REVIEW

This study use signal theory and stakeholder theory. Signal theory breakdown by two approaches, such as self enlightened interest and genuine accountability. This approaches use to asses motivation od donation based crowdfunding disclosure. Signal theory becomes very instrumental in reducing the risk of asymmetric information in investment decisions and has been proven to be a consideration in determining decisions in crowdfunding companies (Ahlers et al (2015), Lin et al (2013), and Moss et al (2014) in Moleskis el at al., (2018) In the area of non-profit organizations, in-depth investigation of campaigns and the characteristics of non-profit organizations can increase the amount and volume of funding obtained by disclosing information signals (Moleskis et al., 2018). Lin (2018) explains that potential donors look for signal quality information provided by fund campaigners such as the purpose of campaign funding and the characteristics of campaign descriptions.

This signal theory is used to assess disclosure motivations made by crowdfunding-based online donations. The information signal revealed by crowdfunding-based online donations is assessed using the self-enlightened interest and genuine accountability approaches. This
motivation analysis uses published documentation data instruments including audited financial reports, online giving reports, and press releases which can be accessed on the official website of Kitabisa

The self-enlightened interest model was introduced by Wallich and McGowan (1970) which was continued by Keim (1978), as quoted by Shauki (2011). This model was developed from signal theory. This model states that corporate social responsibility is carried out as a business interest to carry out activities that are beneficial to the community and the environment which will ultimately benefit shareholders or business owners. Deegan (2009) in Shauki (2011) states that the self-interest interest model is a model where the company (only) will carry out activities where the discounted profit flow is reduced by a discounted cost greater or equal to alternative opportunities for investment.

In contrast, the genuine accountability model introduced by Berman et al (1999) is based on stakeholder theory (Shauki, 2011). This model assumes that corporate reporting is based on responsibility or accountability, not on demand. Schlenker et al (1994), as cited in Shauki (2011), states that accountability is a responsibility for the condition of the company to the public about performance according to standards including the fulfillment of responsibilities, obligations, expectations, and other rewards. Merkl-Davies (2011) in Shauki (2011) states that accountability is the obligation of one party to provide explanations and justifications to the other party.

The influence of stakeholders on disclosure can also be applied in the context of information disclosure by crowdfunding-based companies. There is a similarity in the context of social disclosure by companies with the context of information disclosure by crowdfunding-based companies which are non-profit organizations. The main information on crowdfunding-based companies is social information about managing funds from donors who are the main stakeholders. Therefore disclosure of accountability for managing funds by crowdfunding-based companies can also be explained by stakeholder theory. The role of crowdfunding-based companies differs from traditional traditional financial institutions because crowdfunding tends to have many contextual competitors and stakeholders (Valančienė & Jegelevičiūtė, 2014). Understanding this shifting of stakeholder roles becomes very important to determine success in creating value for stakeholders by satisfying stakeholders. Therefore it is necessary to know the phenomena, interests, needs, and expectations of stakeholders in order to satisfy stakeholders (Valančienė & Jegelevičiūt 2014, 2014).

**RESEARCH METHODS**

This research is a case study research. Case study research is research that focuses on a particular case to be observed and analyzed thoroughly until it is complete. The case study in Sekaran and Bougie (2013) is a qualitative research technique that is useful for obtaining a clear picture of a problem in a real situation from several perspectives using several data collection methods. Case studies focus on gathering information about specific objects, activities or activities, such as specific businesses or organizations (Sekaran and Bougie, 2013). The
question "how" and "why" can be better explained and better used research based on case studies, history, and experiments (Yin, 2009).

Case studies are chosen as an approach to research and answer specific and complex issues in a single case that focuses on a particular issue or problem. The unavailability of standard regulations and guidelines regarding public disclosure has an impact on the variety of forms of disclosure of activity reports, project reports, and financial reports on crowdfunding-based online donations. The case study is expected to be a research approach that can analyze in depth the disclosure motivation with the approach of self-interest interest and genuine accountability.

This research uses a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods. The method used combines qualitative data that is text based data and not in term of numbers and quantitative data that is data that is numeric in nature. This combination method was chosen to answer the problem formulation with the question why and how (qualitative) and in answering the problem statement supported by numerical (quantitative) data. This combination method is represented by the process of interviews, discussions and analysis of financial report data archives, information provided both verbally and non-verbally, and information contained on the company's website.

The data used in this study are primary data and secondary data. Primary data derived from data from interviews of active donors Kitabisa.com. Secondary data in this study were obtained from financial report data archives and all other supporting information published online.

Criteria for interview respondents as follows:

a. Age range of donors aged 25-40 years;
b. Donated at Kitabisa.com more than 1 time a donation;
c. Having a job or earning an active income; and
d. Active internet users with at least 1 (one) social media account

Documentation and interview data will be analyzed using content analysis and thematic analysis. Content analysis is a method often used in empirical data collection (Parker, 2005). According to Cole (1988) in Shauki (2011), content analysis is a method for analyzing written, verbal, or visual communication messages. Content analysis was chosen to answer the company's motivation to disclose financial statements, activities and projects through a self-enlightened interest approach and genuine accounting model and is used to analyze content or topics that are often discussed by donors based on interview data. Quantitative, conceptual or thematic content analysis is used to find the main themes and this analysis forms a qualitative product.

Content analysis investigation instruments to assess disclosure motivation on crowdfunding-based online donation sites are distinguished based on the theme or code as follows:

a. Genuine accountability

The development of genuine accountability codes / topics is based on the genuine
accountability approach refers to compliance or mandatory regulations that must be obeyed and not based on stakeholder requests but based on obligations that really should be disclosed as reporting standards.

1) Compliance (punishment; policy; clarification; community; rules; principle; regulation; sanctions; report; foundation)
2) Accountability (assets; finance; recording; recognition; accounting; finance)

b. Self-enlightened interest

The development of codes / topics for self-enlightened interest refers to business ethics for disclosure of voluntary matters that aim to provide information assurance to stakeholders regarding the use of donations and company operations. Self-enlightened interest is expected to increase stakeholder engagement so that business can be carried out sustainably.

1) Donations (donors; campaigns; satisfaction)
2) Humanity (help; good people)
3) Disclosure of information (community; growth; program; campaign; social; responsibility; testimony; transparency)

The unit of analysis in this study is the single unit of analysis conducted on Kitabisa.com. Kitabisa.com was chosen as the unit of analysis because Kitabisa.com is an online crowdfunding-based online donation site that has survived with the largest funding achievement and most donors in Indonesia until 2019 since Realize and Ayopeduli closed its site.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Table 1 Percentage of motivation disclosure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>nuine</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enlightened Interest Accountability</td>
<td>7.14%</td>
<td>92.85%</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source : NVivo processing data

Table 1 shows the percentage of domains of self-enlightened interest and genuine accountability obtained from the coding system on themes / topics and word frequency by domain. Disclosures in the Audited Financial Statements use a genuine accountability model approach with a percentage of almost 93%, compared to the self-enlightened interest approach with a percentage of only about 7%. This indicates that in the Audited Financial Statements, Kitabisa.com discloses reports as a form of compliance and accountability accountability for assets, cash flow, recognition, accounting principles, and accounting policies. The target of audited financial statements is not only for donors as disclosure of campaign information updates but for the benefit of stakeholders outside the donor. The Audited Financial Report is one of the media for the delivery of information that is used as a basis for consideration of
strategic decision making so that the information disclosed is forms of disclosure of compliance standards for a Foundation organization.

Table 1 also presents the percentage of disclosure in the online giving report Kitabisa.com. The highest percentage is the self-highlighted interest model, which is almost 92%, while the genuine accountability model is only around 8%. This indicates that the online giving report is one of the media to provide disclosures related to campaigns (types and forms), humanity, information updates, use of funds, humanity, and campaign programs. Online giving report is a publication report that aims to provide a year-long review of the activities carried out by Kitabisa.com. The information disclosed emphasizes more on the sustainability of the organization. This report aims to increase donor trust so that it is expected to reduce anxiety and increase donor retention. Therefore the information disclosed refers to the self-enlightened interest model, which discloses information so that the organization's existence and branding are more reliable and good.

Furthermore, Table 1 also explains the percentage of disclosure models used in press releases published through the official website ofisaisa.com. Press release data was taken from 2016 until the last time it was accessed when the research began. The disclosure model with the biggest percentage is self enlightened interest, which is more than 97%. A press release report is a more detailed report for each campaign, clarification of reporting on Kitabisa.com, use of funds, campaign collaboration, and donor education. The clarification of Kitabisa.com regarding the misuse of funds by Cak Budi was revealed in the press release report as a form of responsibility and return of the good name of the organization.

Press releases are intended as a media of information and a media bridge between donors and Kitabisa.com regarding detailed information updates. The aim of the press release is not only to focus on the Kitabisa.com donors, but to all site visitors in general so that the information disclosed can give attention to visitors to make donations on Kitabisa.com.

Reports on activities, campaigns, projects and donations are delivered through a press release. Kitabisa.com uses press release as a form of "well disclosed by doing well". Kitabisa.com intends to reveal that they have carried out activities properly and correctly to guarantee the trust of donors and answer the concerns of donor questions about "where their funds are and whether the funds are channeled correctly and correctly". When donors have trust, donation retention will increase which will ultimately increase donations on Kitabisa.com
Picture 1. Composition of Disclosure motivation for All disclosure report  
Source : NVivo processing data

Picture 1 illustrates the conclusion of motivation for information disclosure by Kitabisa.com through the media of Audited Financial Statements, online giving reports, and press releases. Kitabisa.com combines a self-enlightened interest approach and genuine accountability in disclosing information about financial statements, campaigns, and projects. The self-enlightened interest model occupies a dominant position and provides a large role in motivating Kitabisa.com to publish financial reports, activities and campaigns to stakeholders. The genuine accountability model plays a large role in the Audited Financial Statements and self-enlightened interest plays a large role in online giving reports and press releases. This difference in motivation indicates that the disclosure motivation is influenced by the target / target segment of the report issued. Overall, it can be concluded that the self-enlightened interest model has a large role in disclosing reports that are publicly accessible.

Picture 2. Recommendation disclosure from donor  
Source : NVivo processing data

Analysis of content and themes on the results of interviews with donors as respondents shows recommendations for disclosure from donors to guarantee and answer ‘where their funds go” includes: (1) presentation of campaign descriptions, (2) clarification; publication, (3) details of each campaign report, (4) deadline for disclosure of campaign funds, (5) recap; planned use of funds, (6) interaction between donors and campaigners, and (7) visual documentation. Kitabisa.com has revealed information about campaign descriptions, clarifications, and publications. Kitabisa.com can improve the quality of information disclosed by meeting five other recommendations.

We conclude that, it can be said that the time limit for disclosure of campaign funds, features of interaction between donors and campaigners, and visual documentation are things suggested by donors to be included in financial statements, campaign activities and projects on
Kitabisa.com. Such disclosure can be taken into consideration by Kitabisa.com to fulfill the rights or interests of donors and increase donor trust to mitigate the risk of asymmetric information.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Analysis of content and themes at the publication sources in the form of Audited Financial Statements 2017-2018, online giving report 2016-2018, and accessible press releases, shows that the motivation of Kitabisa.com in disclosing information is a combination of the approach of the genuine accountability model and the self-enlightened interest model. In the Audited Financial Statements, Kitabisa.com's motivation is consistent with the approach of genuine accountability compared to self-enlightened interest. On the other hand, in online giving reports and press releases, the motivation of Kitabisa.com is consistent with its self-enlightened interest approach. Overall publications, self-enlightened interest motivation has a composition greater than genuine accountability. In other words, the self-enlightened interest approach has a large role in the disclosure pattern of Kitabisa.com.

Analysis of content and themes on the results of interviews with donors as respondents shows recommendations for disclosure from donors to guarantee and answer ‘where their funds go’ includes: (1) presentation of campaign descriptions, (2) clarification; publication, (3) details of each campaign report, (4) deadline for disclosure of campaign funds, (5) recap; planned use of funds, (6) interaction between donors and campaigners, and (7) visual documentation. Kitabisa.com has revealed information about campaign descriptions, clarifications, and publications. Kitabisa.com can improve the quality of information disclosed by meeting five other recommendations.

Comparative analysis between disclosures that have been disclosed by Kitabisa.com compared to recommendations for disclosure from the donor side is found that Kitabisa.com should consider adding disclosures related to the time limit of the disclosure of the report from the campaigner, the interaction features between the donor and the campaigner, and visual documentation for each campaign. This additional disclosure is expected to provide trust to donors so that they can mitigate asymmetric information.

The practical implication of this research is to provide an evaluation and illustration to be taken into consideration for Kitabisa.com in making disclosures in accordance with donor expectations. In addition to Kitabisa.com as a donation-based crowdfunding, this research has implications in the form of regulatory considerations in formulating policies or regulations regarding disclosure matters that must be disclosed by donation-based crowdfunding so as to mitigate information between crowdfunding and donors.

This study has several limitations. The study did not use disclosure through online media outside the official website of Kitabisa.com. This research focuses on the intention to disclose internally. This study also did not conduct interviews with the Kitabisa.com. Sources of disclosure are examined through publications document sources that are publicly accessible.
Interviews were also only conducted to one of the main stakeholders namely the donor Kitabisa.com. This study also only uses a single unit of analysis namely Kitabisa.com and there is no comparative analysis unit.

In the next research, it can use multi-unit analysis to compare the disclosure motivation conducted by various crowdfunding in Indonesia. The disclosure instruments analyzed can also be expanded, not only using disclosure instruments sourced from internal sources but also using disclosures from external sources of the organization. Future studies are expected to not only use documentation data but also use primary data in the form of interviews with companies and stakeholders from the campaigning side not only from the donor side.
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